TIPS FOR A SMOOTH MOVE-IN DAY

- Follow driving routes to keep traffic flowing
- While you wait to unload send your student to check-in and get their key
- Unload all your belongings with help from Welcome Crew near your car
- Once the car is empty send someone to move the car while others begin moving stuff inside

ALL-DAY PARKING

- All-Day lots are designated on the map (silver lots 36, 38, 35, 39)
- Use side streets if lots are full or if the street is closer to the student’s hall
- Do not block fire hydrants or driveways

HANDICAP PARKING

- Silver lot 32 is designated for Handicap parking only
- Individual spots outside lot 32 are indicated on the map

OTHER TIPS

- A car with friends/family but no stuff to unload slows traffic, have them park and meet you
- Few large bags are easier to move than many small bags
- Bring a cart or dolly so you don’t have to wait for the ones provided
- Label boxes/totes with student’s name and room number

LEGEND

- Key & Check-in: Keys and check-in may be located inside or outside the hall
- Handicap parking
- All Day parking lots
- Driving routes:
**TIPS FOR A SMOOTH MOVE-IN DAY**

- Follow driving routes to keep traffic flowing.
- While you wait to unload, send your student to check-in and get their key.
- Unload all your belongings with help from Welcome Crew near your car.
- Once the car is empty, send someone to move the car while others begin moving stuff inside.

**LEGEND**

- **Keys & Check-In**: Keys and check-in may be located inside or outside the hall.
- **Handicap Parking**: Recommended for those requiring accessibility.
- **ALL Day Parking**: Lourdes Hall.
- **Lourdes Elevator**: Accessible for mobility concerns.

**DRIVING ROUTES:**

- **María Hall**: Recommended for María Hall.
- **Lourdes Hall**: Recommended for Lourdes Hall.
- **Exit**: Recommended for exit.

---

**WEST CAMPUS MOVE-IN PLAN**

- **FIRE LANE**: No Public Access.
- **Driving Routes**: Clearly marked for navigation.
- **Maria Hall**: Official residence for María Hall.
- **Lourdes Hall**: Official residence for Lourdes Hall.
- **KEYS & CHECK-IN**
- **HANDICAP PARKING**
- **ALL DAy PARKING**
- **LOURDES ELEVATOR**

---

**TO HWY 61**

**TO MAIN CAMPUS**

---

**Legend icons**:

- **Keys & Check-In**: Blue icon.
- **Handicap Parking**: Blue circle.
- **ALL Day Parking**: Red circle.
- **LOURDES ELEVATOR**: Grey circle.